Applications are the lifeblood of any modern
organisation, but managing them at scale often
presents a range of challenges that increase security
and compliance risks on end-user devices. This eBook
is designed to show how organisations can efficiently
manage and secure applications without creating a
headache for employees or IT teams.

Secure
Application
Management

Security benefits are
just the beginning

Well-managed applications
provide a raft of benefits
beyond security, including
lower device security and
management costs, reduced
risk of human error, increased
operational efficiencies and a
positive user experience.
However, managing applications at scale is
complex and is often associated with high costs,
manual effort and skilled resources. As a result,
many IT teams give up on managing end-user
applications altogether, deeming it ‘too expensive’
or ‘too hard’ to maintain. This presents security
and compliance risks for end-user devices.
Organisations have a great opportunity to reinvent
the way they manage and secure applications.
Read on to get started.
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1. A framework to
manage applications
Start by having an agreed framework for deciding
who needs different types of applications across
your organisation. A great way of doing this is by
using a tier-based framework that you can map
all existing applications into. This enables you
to easily identify and assign every application
based on your organisation’s structure and the
application’s lifecycle in a way that sets your
employees up for a positive device experience.
It also means new employee device onboarding
can be self-serve and automated.
Devicie’s five-tier framework enables customers
to quickly categorise all applications that will be
made available based on business need across
every device and role group.



TIER ZERO:
Standard applications for every end-user
device, regardless of department. Examples
often include antivirus and security software.



TIER ONE:
Applications based on role groups defined
by the customer. Examples include finance,
developer and marketing teams.



TIER TWO:
Applications made available in the company
portal for users to download. Examples might
include a preferred browser or PDF reviewer
or a music application.



TIER THREE:
Applications not managed by Devicie,
although published into the company portal.
Examples include end-of-life applications that
no longer receive updates.



TIER FOUR:
Self-installed applications, not managed
by Devicie. These are not recommended as
they require administrative access to install
and will not be listed in the company portal,
potentially resulting in a poor end-user
experience and undermining security.



2. A central portal to
access applications

Establishing a company portal where
employees can access, download or install
the authorised applications they need
is a simple and secure way of managing
applications. This, combined with a strict
policy on administrative privileges, helps
with the security versus productivity
dilemma on end-user devices by
preventing downloads of unauthorised or
unmanaged applications.
Everyone onboarded to the Devicie
platform is automatically enrolled on
the company portal. In addition, their
required applications are installed without
interaction during this process. Once
logged in, end users can access their
organisation’s software library and install
any other applications they want or need
to work safely and productively, without
requiring local administrative privileges.

3. Application allow listing
The advancement of technology to support a
modern digital workplace has made automating
application allow listing a real possibility that
should be adopted by all organisations.
Devicie ensures application allow listing by
only permitting authorised applications to be
installed on end-user devices via the company
portal. This is enforced by using a trust chain
between applications that are deployed by the
platform, rather than having to maintain a library
of approved application hashes which have their
own set of challenges.
Applications that do not originate from the
company portal will be blocked – even if the end
user is an administrator – as these applications
are unmanaged by Devicie and will not have
the correct trust chain to install or update. The
exception being sub-processes that allow for
auto-updating, as they follow the trust chain back
to the company portal.
Although Devicie does not support explicit
deny listing, this is the effective end state, as all
applications not explicitly allowed will be denied.
Of course, Devicie manages and installs your
third-party and in-house software to add these
additional access controls.



4. Automation where it
makes sense
Automation almost always makes sense. But
if there’s one thing that really makes sense
to automate, it’s application packaging,
deployment and management at scale.
Devicie leverages automation to simplify the
roll out and management of Microsoft Intune
across all end-user devices, without the need
for manual customisation. Our platform also
automates the provisioning, packaging and
ongoing patching of all end-user devices,
operating systems and applications as well as
the configuration of settings – all with minimal
human involvement and no agents required.
Devicie also automates the standardisation
of common configuration settings for new
applications as well as the deployment of
application updates across all end-user devices.
In addition, Devicie works with organisations
to package, onboard and manage custom or
bespoke applications, reducing days of IT effort
to a matter of hours or even less.

5. Application testing and
roll out
Any new or recently updated application packages
should undergo a consistent test installation
prior to deployment across all end-user devices.
This invariably will include testing applications
with pilot users. By having a comprehensive and
mature process for application testing, you can be
confident in achieving a successful deployment.
Device’s automated process provides a safe,
consistent and efficient way to test and
deploy updates and applications. The platform
automatically identifies and deploys updates to
pilot users or groups for post-verification testing
as part of our automated patch management
process. This ensures any updated application is
fully functional prior to organisation-wide roll out.
The result is lower costs, reduced risk of human
error and increased operational efficiencies.
Devicie can also accommodate customers who may
require urgent application deployments outside of
the normal patching and maintenance process.



6. Ongoing defense in depth
No single control or set of controls is effective when
it comes to security. Effective security requires a
layered approach to protect against a wide variety of
threats. Patching is one key ingredient, but visibility
and control over all devices, software and security is
equally important.

Device security
reinvented, for a
better future

Devicie automates ongoing layered security on
Windows, macOS, iOS and Android devices.
This includes the deployment of several security
frameworks including more than 300 CIS controls,
plus items to uplift your ASD Essential Eight maturity
level, all while looking through the lens of the MITRE
ATTA&CK framework to ensure the effectiveness
of these controls is tangible and defendable in
the real world. Devicie continually reviews the
security posture of all end-user devices, looking for
configuration drift, non-compliance and potential
security exposure. The platform then auto-heals and
reapplies security settings, providing an audit trail of
the organisation’s compliance.
By maintaining all applications in a company portal
for employees to download, Devicie also eliminates
the need to provide end users with administrative
privileges. This helps organisations mitigate the
risk of a breach involving privilege escalation, while
enabling them to meet compliance.

7. Fast access to extensive
compliance reporting
The ability to readily access current and
historical data about applications running on
end-user devices is key in maintaining and
proving security and compliance.
Devicie’s powerful dashboard provides pointin-time reporting to enable organisations to
achieve and prove their device compliance
across several security standards, including
PCI DSS, CIS, the ASD Essential 8, ISO 27001
and SOC2.
The flexibility of the dashboard also means
organisations can tailor their search for specific
data sets by application installed, version,
date, type of device, end-users and updates.
The result is easy access to tailored insights to
prove a history of patching, maintenance and
compliance across end-user devices.

The future of end-user device
management is a place where
security meets productivity.



Conclusion
Secure application management is effortless with Devicie
• Flexible application packaging as a service
• Packaging for custom, proprietary and legacy applications
• Customised deployment options and timeframes
• Automated updates, repackaging, testing and deployment
• Layered security meets extensive compliance reporting

With the advancement in automated
solutions, secure application
management can now be effortless
for organisations of any size.
Devicie automates application management
and packaging as a service, so security and
a positive user experience can coexist. Your
employees can access the applications they
need to work, while IT will have their precious
time back to focus on strategic tasks over the
daily grind.
Your employees will be empowered to work
productively, with the ability to easily access
and download or install the applications
they need from your own company portal.
Meanwhile, you’ll have the ability to authorise
what applications reside on the company
portal, so you have full control within the
environment, even remotely.



Device security reinvented, for a better future.
Devicie automates an uncompromising level of end-user device security for
organisations and does this in a way that provides a radically better enablement
and management experience for end users and IT teams. We have solved the
security versus productivity dilemma for end-user devices, with a cloud-native
solution that delivers a modern workplace as a service across end-user Windows,
macOS, iOS and Android devices, wherever they are located.

Contact us for a chat.
We’d love to walk you
through our platform and
answer questions pertaining
to your environment.
askus@devicie.com
LinkedIn

devicie.com

